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Abstract: Real world environments are characterized by high levels of lin-
guistic and numerical uncertainties. A Fuzzy Logic System (FLS) is recognized
as an adequate methodology to handle the uncertainties and imprecision avail-
able in real world environments and applications. Since the invention of fuzzy
logic, it has been applied with great success to numerous real world applica-
tions such as washing machines, food processors, battery chargers, electrical
vehicles, and several other domestic and industrial appliances. The first gen-
eration of FLSs were type-1 FLSs in which type-1 fuzzy sets were employed.
Later, it was found that using type-2 FLSs can enable the handling of higher
levels of uncertainties. Recent works have shown that interval type-2 FLSs can
outperform type-1 FLSs in the applications which encompass high uncertainty
levels. However, the majority of interval type-2 FLSs handle the linguistic and
input numerical uncertainties using singleton interval type-2 FLSs that mix
the numerical and linguistic uncertainties to be handled only by the linguistic
labels type-2 fuzzy sets. This ignores the fact that if input numerical uncer-
tainties were present, they should affect the incoming inputs to the FLS. Even
in the papers that employed non-singleton type-2 FLSs, the input signals were
assumed to have a predefined shape (mostly Gaussian or triangular) which
might not reflect the real uncertainty distribution which can vary with the
associated measurement. In this paper, we will present a new approach which
is based on an adaptive non-singleton interval type-2 FLS where the numer-
ical uncertainties will be modeled and handled by non-singleton type-2 fuzzy
inputs and the linguistic uncertainties will be handled by interval type-2 fuzzy
sets to represent the antecedents’ linguistic labels. The non-singleton type-2
fuzzy inputs are dynamic and they are automatically generated from data and
they do not assume a specific shape about the distribution associated with the
given sensor. We will present several real world experiments using a real world
robot which will show how the proposed type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS will
produce a superior performance to its singleton type-1 and type-2 counterparts
when encountering high levels of uncertainties.
Keywords: Type-2 Fuzzy logic, non-singleton Fuzzy Logic Systems, interval
type-2 fuzzy logic systems, Type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS.
1 Introduction
Professor Lotfi Zadeh introduced fuzzy sets in 1965 [1]. He has written several papers since
then, but his comprehensive paper on the concept of linguistic variables [2] became very famous
as a reference on fuzzy logic theory. He introduced fuzzy logic for the application of approximate
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[a] [b]
Figure 1: Two examples of domestic products that used fuzzy logic. (a) AEG washing machine
[8]. (b) Hitachi air conditioner [9].
reasoning and mentioned the need of a humanistic system whose behavior is strongly influenced
by human judgment, perception or emotion for the purpose of computing with words to solve the
problems of human-oriented fields such as philosophy, psychology, politics, law, sociology and
literature. Professor Zadeh also described the use of his fuzzy logic approach in [3] in describing
the behaviors of too complex or too ill-defined systems. This has inspired control engineers from
over the world to investigate the power of fuzzy logic to control applications which are difficult
to mathematically model.
In 1975, the first Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) was developed by Mamdani and Assilian
for controlling a steam engine [4]. Since then Fuzzy Logic Systems (FLSs) have been applied
with great success to many real world applications. It was reported in 1995 that over the last
two decades, the number of applications of FLSs have dramatically increased. Several industrial
applications of fuzzy logic were reported from which we can mention cement kilns [5], steel
furnaces [5], aircraft engine control, steam turbines, power supply controllers, etc [6]. FLSs
have also been used domestically in elevators, washing machines [6], fridges [7], air conditioners,
automobiles [5], automatic transmission, camera autofocus control, etc [6].
Figure 1 shows two examples of fuzzy logic usage in domestic appliances which are the AEG
washing machine [8] (shown in Figure 1a) and the Hitachi air conditioner [9] (shown in Figure
1b). According to the John Lewis website about a top brand washing machine from AEG and
reporting about the fuzzy logic washing machine, the website mentions "fuzzy logic circuit detects
when the laundry is out of balance and re-jig it accordingly, ensuring minimum wear and tear
to the drum bearings. The fuzzy logic also detects half loads, if too much detergent has been
added and adds extra rinses if required" [8]. Hence, for the past thirty years fuzzy logic and its
applications became embedded in our everyday environments.
Fuzzy logic laid the basis for a successful method to model uncertainty, vagueness, and
imprecision [10]. The FLSs are general knowledge base systems [11] with linguistic rules that
can be constructed using the knowledge of experts in a given field. During more than four
decades from the invention of fuzzy logic, great progress in using FLS has been achieved. While
traditionally type-1 FLSs have been widely employed in real world applications, recent years
have shown a rapidly growing interest in the research and application of type-2 FLSs. This
is because, it has become apparent that type-1 FLSs cannot fully handle the large amounts of
uncertainties encountered in real world environments and applications. Interval type-2 FLSs
have shown to provide better performance when compared to type-1 FLSs in applications with
high levels of uncertainty. The difference in performance has been attributed to the nature of
interval type-2 fuzzy sets which can better account for the uncertainties as they incorporate a
Footprint of Uncertainty (FOU) and they can be assumed to embed a large number of type-
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1 fuzzy sets. However, the majority of the type-2 FLSs [12] handle the linguistic and input
numerical uncertainties using singleton interval type-2 FLSs that mix the numerical and linguistic
uncertainties to be handled only by the linguistic labels type-2 fuzzy sets. Input numerical
uncertainties are associated with the noise, imprecision and uncertainty associated with sensors
and input devices. However, the linguistic uncertainties are associated with human words and
perceptions. Hence, it seems paradoxical to use singleton type-2 FLSs to handle the input
numerical uncertainties, as this ignores the fact that if input numerical uncertainties were present,
they should affect the incoming inputs to the FLS. Thus we cannot treat the incoming FLS inputs
as perfect signals as in the case of singleton FLSs. Hence, there is a need to employ non-singleton
FLSs to handle the input numerical uncertainties by modeling the inputs as fuzzy inputs rather
than crisp values.
Although, there are many papers on type-1 FLSs, quite limited number of papers considered
the usage of type-1 non-singleton FLSs such as [13]- [25] and even fewer number considered type-2
non-singleton FLS [25]- [31]. The work done so far in (type-1 and type-2) non-singleton FLSs use
predefined shapes for the uncertainty distribution affecting the FLSs inputs (mainly Gaussian
and triangular) which might not reflect the real uncertainty distribution associated with the given
sensor [32]- [35]. For example in the case of a sonar sensor, the numerical input uncertainties
depend on many factors such as the shape and type of objects reflecting the sonar signal as well as
wind speed, humidity and temperature. Moreover, the uncertainty distribution also varies with
the measured values where for the case of a sonar sensor, the amount of uncertainty affecting
measurement readings at 20cm distance could be much less than the uncertainties affecting
the measurement at large distances such as 3m. Hence, it is not fair to consider that there is
specific shape for the uncertainty distribution (triangular, Gaussian, etc.) with fixed parameters
(average, standard deviation, etc.) for all the measured values. [12]
In this paper, we will present some of the theoretical basis for generating an adaptive type-2
fuzzy input which is better able to represent the encountered numerical uncertainty at a given
measurement. The non-singleton type-2 fuzzy inputs are dynamic and they are automatically
generated from data and they are piece-wise linear type-2 fuzzy sets which are changing for
different measurements to model the encountered uncertainty. Piece-wise linear fuzzy sets were
used in [36] for the representation of membership functions. However, we use piece-wise linear
fuzzy sets to represent the type-2 fuzzy input variables. In this paper, we will present an overview
on how the adaptive type-2 input based non-singleton interval type-2 FLS can operate in real
time. We will present real world experiments using a mobile robot which will show how under
high input uncertainty levels, the non-singleton type-2 FLS can give a good performance and
outperform its singleton type-2 and type-1 FLSs counterparts.
Section 2 will review the singleton type-1 FLS. Section 3 will review the singleton interval
type-2 FLS while Section 4 will review non-singleton FLSs. Section 5 will provide an overview
on modeling a data based type-2 fuzzy input. Section 6 will provide an overview on the proposed
approach for type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS with the type-2 fuzzy input. Section 7 will provide
an overview on the system operating in real-time in real world environments. Section 8 provides
the experiments and results and Section 9 provides the conclusions and future work.
2 Singleton Type-1 FLS
The first generations of the FLSs were singleton type-1 FLSs. In the singleton type-1 FLS,
both the antecedents and the consequents of the FLS are type-1 fuzzy sets and the input values
are crisp and precise values. A type-1 fuzzy set, A, for a variable x ∈ X is characterized by a
type-1 membership function µA(x) which is limited between [0,1] [32]:
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A = {(x, µA(x))|∀x ∈ X} (1)
In FLSs, membership functions are associated with terms that appear in antecedents or
consequents of the FLS rules [32]. Figure 2 shows an example of the linguistic labels, Close,
Moderate and Far modeled by type-1 fuzzy sets considered for the antecedent of a type-1 FLS.
Figure 2: An example of type-1 fuzzy sets which is also used in our experiments as antecedent
membership functions.
Figure 3 shows the structure of singleton type-1 FLS (the usual Mamdani type) where the
crisp inputs are first fuzzified to input type-1 fuzzy sets which trigger the inference engine and rule
base to generate output type-1 fuzzy sets which are then defuzzified to obtain a final crisp output
of the FLS. In singleton FLSs, the incoming inputs to the FLS are considered as crisp numbers
which assume that the incoming inputs to FLSs are not associated with noise or uncertainty.
Figure 3: Structure of a singleton type-1 FLS [32].
Considering having p inputs x1 ∈ X1, ..., xp ∈ Xp and one output y ∈ Y, where F
l
k is the
antecedent membership function for input k and rule l, and Gl is consequent membership function
for rule l, the lth rule is shown as:
Rl : If x1is F
l
1
and ... xp is F
l
p, then y is G
l. l = l, ...,M (2)
Singleton fuzzifier maps a crisp input −→x = (x1, ..., xp) ∈ X1×X2× ...×Xp ≡
−→
X into a fuzzy
set Ax in
−→
X . Singleton fuzzifier is nothing more than a fuzzy singleton where the output of the
singleton fuzzifier related to input k and rule l is µF l
k
(xk′) when the incoming input is xk = xk′.
The firing strength of rule l can be found as follows [34]:
µl = µF l
1
(x1′) ∗ µF l
2
(x2′) ∗ ... ∗ µF lp(xp′) (3)
Where * represented the t-norm operation. The defuzzification produces a crisp output for
the FLS from the fuzzy sets that appear at the output of inference engine. There are many
different types of defuzzifiers such as centroid, height, and center of sets defuzzifiers [32]. For
example for the center sets defuzzifier (which we have used in our experiments) when cl is the
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centroid of the related consequent fuzzy set to rule l and T is t-norm operation, the defuzzified
output ycos(
−→x ) could be written as follows [32]:
ycos(
−→x ) =
∑M
l=1 c
lT pi = 1µF li
(xi)∑M
l=1 T
p
i = 1µF li
(xi)
(4)
There are many sources of uncertainty facing the FLS in dynamic unstructured real world
environment and many real world applications; some of them are: [37]
• Uncertainties in inputs to FLS due to noise, change of the conditions of observation, etc.;
• Linguistic uncertainties as the meaning of words that are used in antecedent and consequent
linguistic labels can have different meaning to different experts [32];
• Uncertainties associated with the use of noisy training data;
• Uncertainties associated with the change in the operation conditions of controllers;
• Uncertainties in control outputs which can be due to the wear and tear associated with the
FLS actuators.
All of these uncertainties translate into uncertainties about membership functions. Type-1
FLS cannot handle linguistic and numerical uncertainties associated with dynamic situations,
as they use precise membership functions that the user believes capture uncertainties. When
the environment change, the chosen type-1 fuzzy sets might not be appropriate any more. This
can cause degradation in the performance of the FLS and the designer might end up wasting
time to frequently tune type-1 FLS to deal with various uncertainties [37], [32]. Hence, it was
claimed that type-1 fuzzy sets might have limited capabilities to directly handle uncertainties
related to dynamic uncertain situations. That sounds paradoxical because the word fuzzy has
the connotation of uncertainty. The paradox about type-1 fuzzy set has been known for a long
time, that a representation of fuzziness is made using membership values which are themselves
crisp numbers [38].
A type-2 fuzzy set is characterized by a fuzzy membership function, i.e. the membership
value for each element of this set is a fuzzy set in [0,1], unlike a type-1 fuzzy set where the
membership value is a crisp number in [0,1] [32]. The membership functions of type-2 fuzzy
sets are three dimensional and include a Footprint Of Uncertainty (FOU), it is the new third-
dimension of type-2 fuzzy sets and the FOU that provide additional degrees of freedom that
can make it possible to directly model and handle the uncertainties [32]. Therefore FLSs that
use type-2 fuzzy sets have the potential to handle higher uncertainty levels than their type-1
counterparts [37], [38].
3 Singleton Interval Type-2 FLS
Type-2 fuzzy logic was also introduced by Zadeh in 1975 in [2], but little works [39] were
published about them until the middle of previous century. Until then few people were studying
on type-2 FLS, as people were learning what to do with type-1 fuzzy sets [39]. Type-2 FLSs are
the extension of the type-1 FLS. In type-2 FLSs, the antecedent and/or consequent membership
functions of type-2 FLS are type-2 fuzzy sets [40].
A type-2 fuzzy set A˜ is characterized by a type-2 membership function 0 ≤ µ
A˜
(x, u) ≤ 1,
where x ∈ X and u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0,1], as [32]:
A˜ = {((x, u), µ
A˜
(x, u))|∀x ∈ X, ∀u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0, 1]} (5)
Jx is called primary membership of x, where Jx ⊆ [0, 1] for ∀x ∈ X. The uncertainty in
the primary membership grades of a type-2 fuzzy membership function consist of a bounded
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region, that we call the Footprint of Uncertainty (FOU) of a type-2 membership function. It
is the union of all primary membership grades [41]. Figure 4a shows the type-1 membership
function which is totally crisp and precise. Figure 4b shows the primary membership function
of a type-2 fuzzy set and related FOU. The FOU of a type-2 membership function handles the
rich variety of choices that can be made for a type-1 membership function [37], [43]. A type-2
FLS can be thought of as a collection of a large number of type-1 FLS’s. When the antecedent
and consequent membership grades in the type-2 FLS have a continuous domain, the number of
embedded type-1 FLS’s is uncountable [40].
Interval type-2 FLS [33] is a special case of general type-2 FLS when the secondary mem-
bership functions are interval sets. The FOU can be described in terms of upper and lower
membership functions. Figure 4b illustrates an upper membership function and a lower mem-
bership function that are two type-1 membership functions that are bounds for the FOU of a
type-2 fuzzy set. The upper membership function is denoted by µ
A˜
(x), and the lower member-
ship function is denoted by µ
A˜
(x) [32]. Figure 4c also shows the 3-D view of an interval type-2
fuzzy set.
In a type-2 FLS the rules are defined as Equation (2), however the antecedent and/or con-
sequents are type-2 fuzzy sets. We can mark type-2 fuzzy sets with sign "∼" to be different
from type-1 fuzzy sets as [32]. The structure of singleton type-2 FLS is shown in Figure 5 where
crisp inputs are first fuzzified into input type-2 fuzzy sets (in singleton fuzzification) which then
activate the inference engine and the rule base to produce output type-2 fuzzy sets. These output
type-2 fuzzy sets are then processed by the type-reducer which combines the output sets and
then performs a centroid calculation, which leads to type-1 fuzzy sets called the type-reduced
sets [32]. The defuzzifier can then defuzzify the type-reduced type-1 fuzzy outputs to produce
crisp outputs to be fed to the actuators. More information about the singleton interval type-2
FLS can be found in [32], [37], [40].
Figure 4: (a) A type-1 fuzzy set. (b) The primary membership function of a type-2 fuzzy set.
(c) A 3-D view of interval type-2 fuzzy set.
Figure 5: Structure of singleton interval type-2 FLS [37], [32].
Using type-2 fuzzy sets to represent the inputs and outputs of a FLS has many advantages
when compared to the type-1 fuzzy sets, we summarize some of these advantages as follows [37]:
• The type-2 fuzzy sets of membership functions are themselves fuzzy and include a FOU, so
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they can model and handle the linguistic and numerical uncertainty associated with the inputs
and outputs of the FLS in changing and dynamic unstructured environments and handle the
difficulty associated with determining the exact membership functions for the fuzzy sets [41].
Hence, FLSs based on type-2 fuzzy sets have the potential to produce better performance that
type-1 FLS.
• Using type-2 fuzzy sets to represent the FLC inputs and outputs will result in the reduction
of the FLC rule base when compared to using type-1 fuzzy sets as the uncertainty represented
in the footprint of uncertainty in type-2 fuzzy sets lets us cover the same range as type-1 fuzzy
sets with smaller number of labels and the rule reduction will be greater when the number of the
FLC inputs increases [32].
• Each input and output will be represented by a large number of type-1 fuzzy sets which
are embedded in the type-2 fuzzy sets [42], [41]. The use of such a large number of type-1 fuzzy
sets to describe the input and output variables allows for a detailed description of the analytical
control surface and gives much smoother control surface and response [37].
During the past decade, type-2 fuzzy sets and systems have become very popular [44]. There
are many applications done using type-2 FLSs such as video streaming control [45], induction
motor control [46], two-axis motion control [47], hot strip mill temperature control [19], marine
diesel engines, DC-DC converter, mobile robots, ambient intelligent environment, etc. [37]. In
these applications, the type-2 FLSs have outperformed their type-1 counterparts.
Although, there are many papers on interval type-2 FLSs, the vast majority of these papers
used singleton FLSs which mix the numerical and linguistic uncertainties to be handled only
by linguistic labels type-2 fuzzy sets. This looks paradoxical, as if numerical uncertainties were
present, they should affect the incoming inputs to the FLS, and therefore we cannot treat the
incoming FLS inputs as perfect signals in the case of singleton FLSs [48]. Hence, there was a
need to consider non-singleton type-2 FLSs to handle the incoming numerical uncertainties.
4 Non-Singleton FLS
The major difference between a non-singleton FLS and a singleton FLS is in the fuzzifica-
tion part. Zadeh introduced fuzzification in 1973 as "the operation of fuzzification (or, more
specifically, support fuzzification) has the effect of transforming a non-fuzzy set into a fuzzy set
or increasing the fuzziness of a fuzzy set" [3]. Since 1975 when Mamdani used FLS in a steam
engine [4], the majority of the FLSs were using singleton FLS employing singleton fuzzification.
The reason for widespread employment of singleton fuzzification is because of its simplicity and
speed of computation which allows for real time operation. In singleton fuzzification, inputs are
considered to be crisp data and the effect of noise, imprecision, and uncertainty is ignored, while
the non-singleton fuzzification models the FLS inputs as fuzzy sets.
FLSs in real world environments [48] can face high levels of uncertainties, which can also
be categorized into linguistic and numerical uncertainties. The linguistic uncertainties is related
to human words and perceptions, and the input numerical uncertainties are related to noise,
imprecision and uncertainty related to input devices and sensors. In non-singleton FLSs, the
numerical uncertainties can be modeled and handled by non-singleton fuzzy inputs and the
linguistic uncertainties will be handled by antecedent fuzzy sets to represent the linguistic labels.
Dealing with numerical uncertainty is especially important in engineering applications in which
measurement instruments, sensors, or input devices are employed to produce inputs to FLSs.
There has been some research from instrumentation and measurements researchers in mod-
eling uncertainty measurements using type-1 fuzzy sets and even type-2 fuzzy sets. There are
a number of non-ideal situations affecting measurement results such as measurement method,
measurement condition, and operator [49]. This has caused the issue of measurement uncertainty
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in which the true value is unknown. Ferrero [49] also mentioned that up to that date, the most
widely known and assessed theory to deal with incomplete information was probability. But
probability just covers random uncertainty which is a part of incomplete knowledge and it is
needed to consider both random and unknown systematic effect [49].
Quite limited number of papers (compared with large number of paper in FLSs) used non-
singleton type-1 fuzzification. Since 1997 Mouzouris and Mendel presented some closed forms of
non-singleton fuzzifier [32], [34]- [35]. Liang and Mendel [32]- [33] in 2000 presented some closed
form of non-singleton type-2 FLS for the case of Gaussian type-2 fuzzy inputs with uncertain
standard deviation, and some limited number of papers have used type-1 non-singleton type-2
FLS in their applications such as [19]- [25] and more limited number of authors have used type-
2 non-singleton type-2 [25]- [31]. However, all the papers assume a predefined shape (such as
triangular or Gaussian) as the fuzzy input variable. However, these predefined shapes might not
accurately represent the real shape of data distribution related to the input device or sensor.
Three categories of non-singleton FLSs have been seen so far in papers which are: Non-singleton
type-1 FLS, type-1 non-singleton type-2 FLS, and type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS. In the first
two categories, the input is modeled as a type-1 fuzzy set and in the third category type-2 fuzzy
sets are used to model incoming inputs to the FLS.
In this paper, we will present a new approach to obtaining an interval type-2 fuzzy input
variable [50] directly from data with no assumption of any predefined shapes for inputs. We will
then present our novel adaptive type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS.
5 Overview of Modeling a Data-Based Type-2 Fuzzy Input
We will start by presenting our data based method to model non-symmetric non-specified
shapes of convex type-2 fuzzy inputs, which are directly obtained from data and we do not
assume a specific shape about the uncertainty distribution with the given sensor [50].
A summary of the process is as follows:
1. Record 10,000 continuous measurements (at a specific measurement condition) and obtain
a histogram for that condition to show how many times a measurement value is recorded.
2. Obtain a normal convex type-1 fuzzy set from the data distribution as follows [50]:
- Obtain the first point from the left side in which the distribution value is in its maximum
(shown as maxl in Figure 6).
- Consider the graph from the starting point to the first left maximum (maxl) and connect
the points at each distribution value if the value is increasing, otherwise keep the line horizontally
at previous value.
- Continue the previous step until getting to the point maxl.
- Then Obtain the first point from right side in which the distribution value is in its maximum
(maxr).
- Consider the graph from the right ending point to the first right maximum (maxr) and
connect the points at each distribution value if the value is increasing or fixed, otherwise keep
the line horizontally at the previous value.
- Continue the previous step until getting to the point maxr.
- To having a convex set, the value from maxl to maxr is kept constant equal to maximum
distribution value (distribution_no(maxl) = distribution_no(maxr)).
- Divide the whole set by the maximum value to change the scale of the function to the
acceptable interval [0,1] as a normal fuzzy set.
3. Repeat the first and second steps whilst changing different possible conditions which could
affect the input measurements. As for the case of a sonar sensor [50], we considered changing
temperature, sound noise, and wind while recording measurements at a fixed distance.
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Figure 6: Obtaining a convex function from data distribution [50].
4. Create a convex type-2 fuzzy set from the various type-1 fuzzy input variables, as shown
in Figure 7. The method to generate type-2 fuzzy sets from type-1 fuzzy sets is similar to the
approach in [51], but we considered non-specified shapes instead of triangular type-1 fuzzy sets.
The details of the approach were described in [50]. Another method (which can be done in a
discrete form) is to obtain the upper membership function by taking the maximum t-conorm of
all the type-1 fuzzy sets, whilst keeping the area from the left point with maximum membership
value (maxl) to the right point with maximum membership value (maxr) constant at one. Lower
membership function could be also considered as the minimum of all the type-1 fuzzy sets. [50]
Figure 7: Obtaining type-2 fuzzy input from type-1 fuzzy inputs, the colorful lines show each
type-1 fuzzy set and upper membership function and lower membership functions of the resulted
interval type-2 fuzzy input is shown by black thick lines [50].
Figure 8 illustrates a type-2 fuzzy input variable modeled from the case of one of the sonar
sensors at around 3000mm from a cylindrical object. The black lines define type-2 fuzzy input
variable, and the colorful dash lines show the type-1 fuzzy sets from which the type-2 fuzzy input
is created.
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Figure 8: A sample of the modeled type-2 fuzzy inputs at the distance of around 3000mm [12].
In the following section, we present a summarized view on how to employ the type-2 fuzzy
input in a type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS.
6 Type-2 Non-Singleton Type-2 FLS
The type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS employs the created type-2 fuzzy input variables to
handle the encountered numerical uncertainty, and uses type-2 fuzzy sets to model the linguistic
labels like "close" , "moderate", and "far" which represent membership functions of antecedents
to handle the encountered linguistic uncertainty. Figure 9 illustrates the structure of the type-2
non-singleton type-2 FLS [48]. The following subsections presents the detailed operation of the
type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS.
Figure 9: The structure of the type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS [50].
6.1 Fuzzification
The antecedent type-2 fuzzy sets to represent the linguistic labels were considered as tri-
angular, left shoulder, and right shoulder membership functions (as shown in Figure 10). The
input type-2 fuzzy input variables were considered to be a non-specified piece-wise linear shape
as explained in Section 5 (as shown in Figure 11). The fuzzifier converts the inputs into linguistic
labels with given membership value to activate the rule base and inference engine. The operation
between the linguistic labels antecedent fuzzy sets (defined by the interval type-2 fuzzy set ) and
the fuzzy input variable to provide the lower and upper membership values of input k within
rule l is given by Equation (6) and Equation (7) respectively as follows: The antecedent type-2
fuzzy sets to represent the linguistic labels were considered as triangular, left shoulder, and right
shoulder membership functions (as shown in Figure 10). The input type-2 fuzzy input variables
were considered to be a non-specified piece-wise linear shape as explained in Section 5 (as shown
in Figure 11).
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The fuzzifier converts the inputs into linguistic labels with given membership value to activate
the rule base and inference engine. The operation between the linguistic labels antecedent fuzzy
sets (defined by the interval type-2 fuzzy set F˜ lk) and the fuzzy input variable to provide the lower
and upper membership values of input k within rule l is given by Equation (6) and Equation (7)
respectively as follows:
µlk(xk) = sup
xk∈Xk
(µxk(xk) ∗ µF lk
(xk)) (6)
µl
k
(xk) = sup
xk∈Xk
(µ
xk
(xk) ∗ µF l
k
(xk)) (7)
The µxk(xk) and µxk
(xk) are the upper and lower membership functions of the input fuzzy
variable, and µF l
k
(xk) and µF l
k
(xk) are the upper and lower membership functions of the an-
tecedent fuzzy sets representing the linguistic labels respectively. In this work, for the sup
operation, we have used the maximum t-conorm, and for the ∗ operation, we have used mini-
mum t-norm. As we have considered three forms of antecedent type-2 fuzzy sets, therefore six
algorithms are required to obtain the upper membership value and lower membership values of
the output of the fuzzier for the different antecedents.
Figure 10: The considered antecedent type-2 fuzzy sets [48].
Figure 11: A considered shape of type-2 fuzzy input variable for the non-singleton fuzzification
[12].
Due to the limited space, we will present the algorithms to obtain the upper and lower
membership values of the type-2 non-singleton fuzzification when only right shoulder antecedent
is considered. The rest of the algorithms follow the same logic.
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The first example of fuzzification is on finding upper membership value of the fuzzifier, when
antecedent membership function is a right shoulder (shown in Figure 12 with green and black
colors). Following Equation (6), we need to perform the max-min operation between the upper
membership functions of the type-2 fuzzy input variable and the right shoulder antecedent type-
2 fuzzy set. The minimum operation between the type-1 membership functions and the type-1
fuzzy input variable will resulted in a type-1 fuzzy set which is shown in Figure 12 by red line,
where we need to find its sup (maximum) to find µlk(xk).
When the ending point of the upper membership function of the fuzzy input variable is larger
than ar1, it is required to consider the operations involving the right shoulder antecedent type-2
fuzzy set, as it is not zero. Two cases can happen, where case 1 is shown in Figure 12a and case
2 is shown in Figure 12b and Figure 12c. Case1 happens when maxr (shown in Figure 12) is
smaller than br. In that case, the line of antecedent from ar1 to br would be considered.
Figure 12: Different cases for obtaining the upper membership value of the fuzzifier output when
the right shoulder antecedent membership function is considered in rule (a) case1. (b) and (c)
case 2.
The algorithm in Figure 13 shows how to obtain the µlk(xk) where we find the intersection
of the sets of lines j (which form the piece-wise linear type-2 fuzzy input variable) and the
antecedent type-2 fuzzy sets.
The given line j (of fuzzy input) ranges from point[j] to point[j+1] in the x-axis line where
j+1 is the line connecting to the line j and located at its right in the piecewise linear function.
The u[j] and u[j+1] are also membership value at point[j] and point[j+1] respectively. The
membership value for any point xk located on line j is obtained from (8) as follows:
µxk(xk)− u[j]
xk − point[j]
=
u[j + 1]− u[j]
point[j + 1]− point[j]
µxk(xk) =
u[j + 1]− u[j]
point[j + 1]− point[j]
xk +
point[j + 1]u[j]− point[j]u[j + 1]
point[j + 1]− point[j]
(8)
The membership value µF l
k
(xk) of any point xk on a line of the antecedent fuzzy set (starting
from an extreme left point "left" (ar1 in our case) and ending at an extreme right point "right"
(br in our case)) is obtained as follows:
µF l
k
(xk)− µF l
k
(left)
xk − left
=
µF l
k
(right)− µF l
k
(left)
right− left
µF l
k
(xk) =
µF l
k
(right)− µF l
k
(left)
right− left
xk +
rightµF l
k
(left)− leftµF l
k
(right)
right− left
(9)
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At the intersection point xk,c between an antecedent line and a line j of the fuzzy input
variable, µxk(xk) in Equation (8) is equal to µF l
k
(xk) in Equation (9). Hence xk,c could be found
as follows:
xk,c =
[
(rightµF l
k
(left)− leftµF l
k
(right))(point[j + 1]− point[j])+
(right− left)(point[j]u[j + 1]− point[j + 1]u[j])
]
[
(right− left)(u[j + 1]− u[j])+
(µF l
k
(left)− µF l
k
(right))(point[j + 1]− point[j])
] (10)
Subsistuting with the value of xk = xk,c in Equation (8) or (9), we can find the intersection
points when it is needed as µlk(xk) = µ
l
k(xk).
Case 2 happens when maxr is larger or equal br, which is the case shown in Figure 12b and
Figure 12c. Hence the output of fuzzifier for the upper membership value is one. The algorithm
given in Figure 13 summarizes the method to obtain µlk(xk) in the case that the antecedent
type-2 fuzzy set is a right shoulder.
Figure 13: The algorithm to obtain the upper membership value of the fuzzifier for input k and
rule l (when right shoulder antecedent is considered in the rule).
The second example of fuzzification is on finding lower membership value of the fuzzier, when
antecedent membership function is a right shoulder (shown in Figure 14 with green and black
colors). Following the Equation (7), we need to obtain the t-norm (minimum) between the type-1
membership function µ
xk
(xk) and µF l
k
(xk). This will result in a type-1 fuzzy set (shown by red
line in Figure 14), where we need to find its sup (maximum) to find related µl
k
(xk).
If the ending point of lower membership function of the type-2 fuzzy input is smaller or
equal ar2(the start of the lower membership function of right shoulder antecedent), the lower
membership value of the fuzzifier for the right shoulder is zero. If it is not zero, then two cases
can happen, where case 1 is shown in Figure 14a and case 2 is shown in Figure 14b. Case 1
happens when the lower membership value of fuzzy input at point maxr(shown in Figure 14a)
is larger than the membership value of the antecedent point maxr, which can be considered as:
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Figure 14: Different cases for obtaining the lower membership value of the fuzzifier output when
the right shoulder antecedent membership function is considered in rule (a) case1 (b) case 2.
maxr <
right(µxk(maxr)− µF l
k
(left)) + left(µF l
k
(right)− µxk(maxr))
µF l
k
(right)− µF l
k
(left)
(11)
In this case, the max-min will be located on the antecedent line from ar2 to br. Because of the
positive slope of the antecedent line, the most right intersection between the lower membership
function of the type-2 fuzzy input and the antecedent line has the highest membership value,
and its membership value is µl
k
(xk), when the right shoulder is considered in rule.
Case 2 happens when the lower membership value of fuzzy input at point maxr is not larger
that the membership value of the antecedent at point maxr (when case1 does not happen). In
this case, µl
k
(xk) is equal to the maximum membership value of the lower membership function
of the type-2 fuzzy input. Figure 15 illustrates the algorithm to obtain the lower membership
value of the fuzzifier for input k and rule l when right shoulder antecedent is considered in rule.
Figure 15: The algorithm to obtain the lower membership value of the fuzzifier for input k and
rule l (when right shoulder antecedent is considered in the rule).
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6.2 Rule Base and Inference Engine
The outputs of fuzzifier trigger the inference engine and the rule base to generate type-2
fuzzy outputs which are then type-reduced and defuzzified to generate the final crisp output of
the FLS. The same approach as singleton FLS is applicable to the type-2 non-singleton type-2
FLS after obtaining the output of fuzzifier. The rule base, inference engine, type-reduction and
defuzzification follow as:
• Rule Base: The rule base of singleton and non-singleton FLS are similar. Considering a
FLS having inputs x1 ∈ X1, ..., xp ∈ Xp and one output y ∈ Y, the rule l is defined as [32]:
If x1 is F˜
l
1
... and xp isF˜
l
p, then y is G˜
l (12)
Where l=1,..., M and M is the total number of rules in the rule base. The F˜ lk is the antecedent
membership function for input k and rule l, and G˜l is consequent membership function for rule
l.
• Inference Engine: We have shown in the fuzzifier subsection, how to find the upper and
lower membership values of a given type-2 fuzzy input variable to a given linguistic label. The
process needs to be done for all inputs (k=1,..., p). At the end, the firing strength of each rule
F l = [f l, f
l
] could be found where f l and f
l
will be obtained as follows:
f l = T pk=1{µ
l
k
(xk)} (13)
f
l
= T pk=1{µ
l
k(xk)} (14)
6.3 Type-Reduction
After obtaining the lower and upper firing strengths for each rule from the inference engine
and obtaining the centroid of consequent membership function, the center of sets type-reducer [32]
is used to produce the type-reduced sets.
6.4 Defuzzification
The final defuzzified crisp output is obtained by taking the average of the type-reduced set.
7 Adaptive Type-2 Input Based Non-Singleton Type-2 FLS
We considered the non-singleton type-2 fuzzy inputs to be dynamic and automatically gen-
erate from data and the shapes are changing for different measurement values. As we cannot
generate the type-2 fuzzy sets for all the measurement values, we need to interpolate the type-2
fuzzy set for an incoming measurement value by interpolating the type-2 fuzzy sets representing
the measurements to the left and right of incoming measurement value. Figure 16 shows the
process of the on-line singleton type-2 FLS. [12]. We obtained some sample of original type-2
fuzzy input variables for different measurement values within considered range according to the
instructions given in Section 5, and then obtained the rest of the type-2 fuzzy input variables by
a linear interpolation defined for type-2 fuzzy sets. The interpolated membership value for the
desired crisp incoming input (d) can be obtained as follows:
ud[i] =
(d− d2)
(d1 − d2)
u1[i] +
(d− d1)
(d2 − d1)
u2[i] (15)
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The u1[i] is the membership value of the left original fuzzy input variable, and u2[i] is the
right original fuzzy input variable. The d1 is the given measurement input for the left fuzzy input
variable and d2 is the given measurement input for the right neighboring fuzzy input variables,
and d is the crisp value (new measurement data) in question which is to be modeled by an
interpolated type-2 fuzzy input variable.
Figure 16: The process of on-line non-singleton type-2 FLS [12].
The interpolation is considered to be done separately for the lower membership functions
and the upper membership functions for the fuzzy input. The resulting interval type-2 fuzzy sets
need to be convex and normal and if this is not the case, we need to convert the type-2 fuzzy set
to a normal convex fuzzy set [48].
8 Experiments and Results
In this section, we will present real world experiments in a real world environment and we will
describe the characteristics of the considered FLSs and test environment. We will then present
control surface analysis and the real world experiments results.
8.1 Experimental Setup
In this Section, we will present real world experiments which were carried using a real world
robot navigating in a real world environment. We will compare the performance of the adaptive
type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS against its singleton type-1 and type-2 FLSs counterparts. In
our experiments, we have employed a four-wheel mobile robot (shown in Figure 17) to do a left
edge following behavior using two sonar sensors. A hair dryer was located on robot to blow hot
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air through the path of front sonar sensor to create larger measurement uncertainty while robot
is moving.
Figure 17: The four wheel mobile robot used in the experiments.
In order to test the robot under unseen input uncertainties [12], we have applied various
sources of uncertainties to the input sonar sensors (as shown in Figure 18a, Figure 18b) where
we have used a hair dryer stuck on robot to blow hot air while a fan fixed at a certain position
on ground to create cold wind. These employed uncertainties are introduced during the online
operation of the robot and they have not been seen by the robot during the FLS design. We chose
changing the wind speed (through the fan and dryer) and temperature (through the hair dryer)
to introduce input uncertainties to the sonar sensors. This is because the wind, temperature
variations and atmospheric turbulences are all meteorological conditions that have an effect on
sound propagation (as we used sonar sensors) [52]. The speed of sound in air is proportional to
the square root of absolute temperature as follows:
c = 20.05
√
T + e/p (16)
Where T is absolute temperature in Kelvin, and e is partial pressure of water vapor, and
p is barometric pressure. Wind is also another factor affecting the sound travel. The wind in
the same direction of sound will cause the wave propagation to be bent downward, and in the
upwind direction sound waves move upward which cause no direct sound penetration [52].
To obtain the position of the robot in a precise way, the VICON system is used in which
six cameras are employed. To be able to recognize the robot, four markers are used (as shown
in Figure18). The top of the cylinders are also marked to be able to check if the edges of the
cylinders are in a same line where the starting and ending cylinders are modeled in VICON to
be able to distinguish the certain position of wall (one of them is shown in Figure18c) [12].
In our experiments, we considered a type-1 FLS which was able to give a good performance
under the normal lab conditions. The performance of type-1 FLS was considered to be acceptable
in a usual room temperature without applying external uncertainty. Two main factors were
considered to evaluate the performance of the FLSs, the first one is the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) which is considered as a measurement factor for the average of error for the distance
between the robot’s path from the desired path. The second factor is standard deviation (STD)
of error in following edge to check the variance of the error around the average error value.
The shapes of the type-2 fuzzy sets used to represent the linguistic labels are shown in Figure
19 where we blurred the type-1 membership functions (shown in thin lines in Figure 19) to obtain
the FOU of the type-2 fuzzy sets (shown in Figure 19 by thick line) for the interval (singleton and
non-singleton) type-2 FLS. The consequent membership functions (for all FLSs) are type-1 fuzzy
sets (shown in Figure 20) as there are no major uncertainties associated with robot outputs. The
rule-base (employed for all the FLSs) is shown in Table 1.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 18: Mobile robot experiments when (a) Left edge following set in a straight line. (b) Left
edge following set in straight line with a right angle in the way. (c) One of the cylinders modeled
in Vicon system using three markers to know the exact position of wall.
Figure 19: Antecedent membership functions for both the front and back senors. The type-1
fuzzy sets are shown in thin line while the interval type-2 fuzzy sets are shown in thick lines [12].
Figure 20: The consequent type-1 fuzzy sets for all the used FLSs [12].
Front sonar Back sonar
Close Alright Far
Close low low low
Alright low medium low
Far high high high
Table 1: The rule base for all the FLSs; the output in the rule base is the speed of right wheel [12].
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8.2 Control Surface Analysis
The control surface graphically represents the unknown function articulated by the FLS.
Figure 21 shows the control surfaces for the singleton type-1 and type-2 FLSs and the type-2
non-singleton type-2 FLS. The control surfaces show the inputs of front and back sensors plotted
against the speed of right wheel as output of the FLSs. Note that a smooth shape of a control
surface translates to a smooth control response that can deal with uncertainty and imprecision.
Figure 21: The control surface of (a) The singleton type-1 FLS. (b) The singleton interval type-2
FLS. (c) The type-2 non-singleton intreval type-2 FLS.
As seen from Figure 21a, the control surface of the type-1 FLS is rather steep which means
it can be affected by high levels of uncertainties in the inputs where small change in the inputs
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can result in large output changes which might cause high overshoots/undershoots and steady
state errors in addition to moving towards an unstable situation. On the other hand the control
surface of the singleton type-2 FLS (shown in Figure 21b) is smoother than the type-1 FLS, which
means it can handle higher level of uncertainties. However, the control surface of the type-2 non-
singleton type-2 FLS (shown in Figure 21c) is much smoother where there are smooth transitions
at all parts of the control surface where any small change in inputs will result in a small change
in the outputs. Thus using the type-2 input based non-singleton type-2 FLS result in a control
surface which is smoother than the singleton type-1 and type-2 FLSs. This smooth response will
consequently give a very good control performance that can handle the high levels of uncertainties
and disturbances where small variations in inputs will not cause significant changes to outputs.
Thus, it is expected that the type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS will be able to handle higher levels
of uncertainties than its singleton type-1 and type-2 FLSs counterparts. This will be evidenced
in the real world experiments reported in the following subsection.
8.3 Real World Experiments
Figure 22a and Figure 22b show the results of the robotic experiments illustrated in Figure
18a, which compare the performance of singleton type-1, singleton type-2 and type-2 input based
non-singleton type-2 FLS to realize an edge following behavior at a desired distance of 2m. The
robot starts from the distance of 1.8m from the nearest edge. Figure 22a shows the robot’s paths
of singleton type-1, type-2 and the non-singleton type-2 FLS under no induced uncertainty. As
shown in Figure 22a and Table 2 as expected under no uncertainty, the performance of all the
FLSs will be quite similar where the type-1 FLS will be slightly better. However, as high levels
of uncertainties are introduced (by blowing hot wind through the way of one sonar) as shown in
Figure 22b and Table 2, the type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS gives the best performance in terms
of the RMSE and the STD (which could represent the size of the overshoots/undershoots from
the average). In terms of control performance, the type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS provides
the best performance followed (by a large margin) by the singleton type-2 FLS and then the
singleton type-1 FLS which performs poorly.
Figure 22b evidences the control surface analysis in Figure 21 where the type-2 nonsingleton
type-2 FLS recovers quickly from the uncertainties with relatively smaller overshoot/undershoot.
In the other experiments we are presenting in the paper, we consider the same type-1 fuzzy
antecedent while we increase the FOU as illustrated in Figure 23 to have larger difference between
type-1 FLS and type-2 FLS. The rule base and consequent membership functions were considered
the same as Table 1 and Figure 20 respectively. The other differences are introducing a right
angle in the middle of the edges set in straight line and changing the position of fan (shown in
Figure 18b).
Different Conditions Different Types of FLS
Type-1 FLS Type-2 FLS Type-2 nonsingleton Type-2
No uncertainty STD = 45.5617 STD =46.5435 STD= 47.9173
RMSE =45.5695 RMSE=46.5823 RMSE= 51.2167
(Stopped)
large uncertainty STD = 624.8140 STD =477.2452 STD =244.2411
RMSE=1268.2 RMSE=1037.8 RMSE=634.4
Table 2: Results of following a straight wall for the singleton type-1 FLS, singleton type-2 FLS,
and adaptive type-2 input based non-singleton type-2 FLS under different conditions (related to
Figure 22).
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Figure 22: The robot’s path when employing singleton type-1 FLS, singleton type-2 FLS, and the
adaptive type-2 input based type-2 FLS, while following a straight wall under different conditions
(a) No external uncertainty. (b) Large external uncertainty.
Figure 23: The type-2 fuzzy sets for the antecedent membership functions considered in the
experiments whose results are shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25, which is actually considering
uncertainty bound of 3 around type-1 fuzzy sets.
Figure 24 shows the robot’s paths when employing the type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS with
its singleton type-1 FLS and singleton type-2 FLS counterparts to do left edge following at a
desired distance of 2m. The robot was started from the distance of 1.8m from the nearest edge.
Figure 24a shows that the robot’s paths under no induced uncertainty for the three FLS
are quite similar. Looking at Table 3, it can be seen that the performance of the type-2 input
based non-singleton type-2 FLS is slightly better than the other FLSs because it has the least
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STD and RMSE compared with its singleton type-1 FLS and singleton type-2 FLS counterparts.
When considering moderate uncertainty (the related robot’s paths are shown in Figure 24b),
the difference between the performance of the adaptive type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS and the
singleton type-1 FLS and singleton type-2 FLS are becoming more distinguishable. The robot’s
path for the non-singleton type-2 FLS is closer to the desired path specified by black dashed
lines, so it has the best performance while the type-2 FLS has also outperformed the type-1 FLS.
Table 3 also shows the least STD and RMSE for the non-singleton type-2 FLS, then the singleton
type-2 FLS which outperform the type-1 FLS by having less STD and RMSE. When considering
large uncertainty (the related robot’s paths are shown in Figure 24c), the non-singleton type-2
FLS outperforms its singleton type-2 and singleton type-1 FLS counterparts, while the type-1
FLS is performing very poorly. Table 3 also shows the least STD and RMSE for the non-singleton
type-2 FLS.
Figure 25 shows the robot’s paths when employing the type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS and
its singleton type-1 FLS and singleton type-2 FLS counterparts to do left edge following at a
desired distance of 2m. The robot was started from the distance of 1.9m from the nearest edge.
Figure 25a shows the robot’s path when employing the FLSs under no induced uncertainty.
The performances of the FLSs are quite similar as it can be seen from the Figure 25a while
the adaptive type-2 non-singleton type-2 FLS was slightly better as it has the least STD and
RMSE (illustrated in Table 4). Figure 25b and Figure 25c also shows that the type-2 input based
non-singleton type-2 FLS outperforms its singleton type-2 and type-1 FLS counterparts when
moderate and large uncertainty are applied respectively. Table 4 also confirms that the type-2
input based non-singleton type-2 FLS outperforms its counterparts FLSs in the experiments as
the type-2 input based non-singleton type-2 FLS has the least STD and RMSE, while the type-1
FLS performs poorly.
Different Conditions Different Types of FLS
Type-1 FLS Type-2 FLS Type-2 nonsingleton Type-2
No uncertainty STD =202.5274 STD =203.8221 STD =191.3634
RMSE =202.7028 RMSE=204.0164 RMSE=191.5175
Moderate uncertainty STD =907.7865 STD =700.8891 STD =533.0486
RMSE =910.7622 RMSE=703.5157 RMSE=546.5797
Large uncertainty (Stopped) STD =694.8356 STD =669.3059
RMSE=699.5279 RMSE=676.0831
Table 3: Summary results of the edge following behviour for the singleton type-1 FLS, singleton
type-2 FLS, and adaptive type-2 input based non-singleton type-2 FLS under the different three
conditions related to Figure 24.
Different Conditions Different Types of FLS
Type-1 FLS Type-2 FLS Type-2 nonsingleton Type-2
No uncertainty STD = 201.7354 STD = 201.7226 STD = 193.5605
RMSE = 201.7395 RMSE=201.7245 RMSE=193.5647
Moderate uncertainty STD =562.0358 STD=548.4835 STD= 345.9873
RMSE=588.3824 RMSE=584.5484 RMSE=352.3825
Large uncertainty (Stopped) (Stopped) STD =747.6389
RMSE=748.5229
Table 4: Summary results of the edge following behavior for the singleton type-1 FLS, single-
ton type-2 FLS, and adaptive type-2 input based non-singleton type-2 FLS under the different
three conditions related to Figure 25.
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[a] [b]
[c]
Figure 24: Comparison between singleton type-1 FLS, singleton type-2 FLS, and the adaptive
type-2 input based non-singleton type-2 FLS when the robot started from 1.8 meter distance
from the edge of wall while applying (a) No external uncertainty (b) Moderate uncertainty (c)
Large uncertainty.
9 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we have presented an adaptive type-2 fuzzy input based non-singleton type-2
FLS which is better able to handle the encountered input uncertainties. The non-singleton type-
2 fuzzy inputs are dynamic and they are automatically generated from data and they do not
assume a specific shape about the uncertainty distribution associated with the given sensor. We
have presented an overview on how the adaptive type-2 input based non-singleton interval type-2
FLS can operate in real time. We have shown through control surface analysis, how the non-
singleton type-2 FLS can produce much smoother control surface than the singleton type-1 and
type-2 FLSs. This should result in a better control response that handles high uncertainty levels.
This was evidenced through the real world experiments using mobile robots where under high
uncertainty levels, the non-singleton type-2 FLS can outperform its singleton type-2 and type-1
FLSs counterparts. This work has shown the benefits achieved when using type-2 non-singleton
type-2 FLSs in applications characterized by high input uncertainty levels.
In our future work, we are going to tune the parameters of the type-2 FLS by neural networks.
We aim also to work towards modeling more generalized type-2 fuzzy input variable or even
doing non-singleton fuzzifier in general type-2 FLSs. Last but not least, we are also considering
developing a self-tuning adaptive type-2 input based non-singleton interval type-2 FLS, which
is updating the shape of the fuzzy input variable whenever the performance of the FLS was
deteriorated.
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[a] [b]
[c]
Figure 25: Comparison between singleton type-1 FLS, singleton type-2 FLS, and the adaptive
type-2 input based non-singleton type-2 FLS when the robot started from 1.9 meter distance
from the edge of wall while applying (a) No external Uncertainty. (b) Moderate uncertainty. (c)
Large uncertainty.
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